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- Despite average reviews
  - 15 weeks on *NYTimes* bestseller list
  - *Bloomberg Businessweek* bestseller list
  - $\sim 250K$ copies sold by 2012
- W. Stern of *Bloomberg Businessweek* in Aug’95:
  Authors bought $\sim 10K$ initial copies to make *NYTimes* list
  Increased speaking contracts & fees!
- *NYTimes* changed best-seller list policies in response

Audience greatly influenced by NYTimes’ ratings of book
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  - Item’s value ($V$) equally likely Good (1) or Bad (0)
- Agents sequentially decide to Buy or Not Buy the item
  - $A_i = Y$ or $A_i = N$
- These decisions are recorded via a database

- Agent $i$’s payoff, $\pi_i$:
  - Action $A_i$
    - $N$: payoff $\pi_i = 0$
    - $Y$: payoff
      - $\pi_i = -\frac{1}{2}$ if $V = 0$
      - $\pi_i = +\frac{1}{2}$ if $V = 1$
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- Agent $i$ ($i = 1, 2, ...$) receives i.i.d. *private signal*, $S_i$
- Obtained from $V$ via a BSC($1 - p$)
  \[
  \begin{array}{ccc}
  V & \rightarrow & S_i \\
  0 & \overset{1-p}{\longrightarrow} & L \\
  1 & \overset{1-p}{\longrightarrow} & H \\
  & \overset{p}{\longrightarrow} & \\
  \end{array}
  \]
- Assume $0.5 < p < 1$: Private signal is *informative*, but *non-revealing*
- Agent $i \geq 2$ observes actions $A_1, ..., A_{i-1}$ in addition to $S_i$
  *Database provides this information*
- Denote the information set as $l_i = \{S_i, A_1, ..., A_{i-1}\}$
- Distribution of value and signals are *common knowledge*. 
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Consider second agent.

Two possibilities:

- Observation and signal match.
- Observation and signal differ.

In second case, agent is indifferent between following signal or not.²

Third agent?
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²Here assume they always follow signal in this case.
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- BHW’92, Banerjee’92, Welch’92: Agents eventually exhibit herding
- BHW’92: *herding* as soon as $|\# Y’s - \# N’s| = 2$ in the history.

  Once herding starts, all agents follow suit.
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- Ball-drawing experiment (Anderson & Holt 1997)
  - Two urns with mix of red and blue balls.
  - One has a majority of blue/one majority red.
  - One Urn selected and identity kept secret.
  - Students take turns drawing one ball from the selected urn, then guessing which urn it is.
    - Only see the color of the drawn ball
    - Students see all previous students’ guesses
  - Experiment is repeated, each time the urn is chosen randomly.
  - Students with correct guess will be rewarded after the experiment
  - Result: About 80% of the cases the students copy guesses.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Available Information</th>
<th>Noiseless Model $\epsilon = 0$</th>
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Model inherits many behaviors of noiseless model ([BHW’92], $\epsilon = 0$)

- **Property 1** Until herding occurs, each agent’s Bayesian update depends only on their private signal and the difference ($\#Y’s - \#N’s$) in the observation history

- **Property 2** Once herding happens, it lasts forever

- **Property 3** Given $\epsilon^*(k, p) \leq \epsilon < \epsilon^*(k + 1, p)$, if any time in the history $|\#Y’s - \#N’s| \geq k$, then herding will start
  - Eventually herding happens (in finite time)
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- Assume $V = 1$ and $\epsilon^*(k, p) \leq \epsilon < \epsilon^*(k + 1, p)$
- State at time $i$ is $(\#Y's - \#N's)$ seen by an agent $i$
- Time index = agent’s index

Agent 1 starts at state 0

$a = \mathbb{P}[One \ more \ Y \ added] = (1 - \epsilon)p + \epsilon(1 - p) > 0.5$, decreasing in $\epsilon$, increasing in $p$

Absorbing state $k$: herd $Y$, Absorbing state $-k$: herd $N$
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  - $E[\pi_i]$ (MC with rewards)
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Can exactly calculate expected payoff $E[\pi_i]$ & probability of wrong (correct) herding for any agent $i$

- $E[\pi_i]$ (MC with rewards)
- $\mathbb{P}[\text{wrong}_{i-1}] = \sum_{n=1}^{i-1} \mathbb{P}[\text{agent n is the first to hit } - k]$
- $\mathbb{P}[\text{correct}_{i-1}] = \sum_{n=1}^{i-1} \mathbb{P}[\text{agent n is the first to hit } k]$
- First-time hitting probabilities: Use probability generating function method [Feller’68]
Results

- Payoff for agents is non-decreasing in $i$ & at least $F = \frac{2p-1}{4} > 0$
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Limiting wrong herding probability

Limiting payoff $\Pi(\epsilon) = \lim_{i \to \infty} E[\pi_i]$
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Results
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- Limiting payoff $\Pi(\epsilon)$ & probability of wrong herding can be analyzed
  - For $\epsilon^*(k, p) \leq \epsilon < \epsilon^*(k + 1, p)$
    - Probability of wrong herding increases
    - $\Pi(\epsilon)$ decreases to $F$

\[
\text{Limiting wrong herding probability}
\]

\[
\text{Limiting payoff } \Pi(\epsilon) = \lim_{i \to \infty} E[\pi_i]
\]
Results

• Payoff for agents is non-decreasing in \( i \) & at least \( F = \frac{2p-1}{4} > 0 \)

• Limiting payoff \( \Pi(\epsilon) \) & probability of wrong herding can be analyzed
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Results

- Payoff for agents is non-decreasing in $i$ & at least $F = \frac{2p-1}{4} > 0$
- Limiting payoff $\Pi(\epsilon)$ & probability of wrong herding can be analyzed
  - For $\epsilon^*(k, p) \leq \epsilon < \epsilon^*(k + 1, p)$
    - Probability of wrong herding increases
    - $\Pi(\epsilon)$ decreases to $F$
  - Probability of wrong herding jumps when $k$ changes
  - Limiting payoff also jumps at same point
    $F = \Pi(\epsilon^*(k + 1, p)^-) \leq \Pi(\epsilon^*(k + 1, p)^+)$
- There exists a range where increasing noise improves performance!!!
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Results for an arbitrary agent $i$

Similar ordering holds for every user’s payoff & probability of wrong herding

- Discontinuities and jumps at the same thresholds
- For $\epsilon^*(k, p) \leq \epsilon < \epsilon^*(k + 1, p)$: $E[\pi_i]$ decreases in $\epsilon$
  - Proof using stochastic ordering of Markov Chains & coupling

![Graph showing individual payoff for signal quality $p=0.70$]

- For given level of noise, adding more noise may not improve all agents pay-offs.
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Conclusions

- Analyzed simple Bayesian learning model with noise for herding behavior
- Noise thresholds determine the onset of herding
  - For $\epsilon^*(k, p) \leq \epsilon < \epsilon^*(k + 1, p)$, require $|\#Y's - \#N's| \geq k$ to trigger herding.
  - Generalized BHW'92: $k = 2$ for noiseless model
- With noisy observations, sometimes it is better to increase the noise
  - Probability of wrong herding decreases
  - Asymptotic individual expected welfare increases
  - Average social welfare increases
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Future directions

- Heterogeneous private signal qualities and noises
- Possibility of more actions, richer responses
  - Combination with Sgroi’02 (guinea pigs)
    - Force $M$ initial agents to use private signals
  - Investment in private signal when facing high wrong herding probability
- Different network structures
- Strategic agents in endogenous time
- Achieve learning with agents incentivized to participate
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